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ABSTRACT 

With the waxing leverage in the comment section of online 

platforms, many users show some intolerable behavior by 

posting toxic comments. The comments should be 

classified in such a way that no one is bullied, some users 

are also encouraged to write the comments. And this can be 

a great help to the community. we present an expert model 

for toxic comments classification, using deep learning tools. 

We identify major components in an online toxic comment 

and determine the toxicity level of the comment. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The global internet usage arising from the online interactive 

communications over the internet among users produces on 

a daily basis a vast amount of information. While this 

situation contributes substantially to the quality of human 

life, sadly, it involves colossal insecurity, since online 

content with huge toxicity can cause intimate attacks, 

online persecution, and bullying attitude. Comments 

containing explicit language can be classified into countless 

classes such as Toxic, Severe Toxic, Obscene, Threat, 

Insult, and Identity Hate. This has brought about both the 

industrial and research community in the latest few years 

while there are several endeavors to determine an adept 

model for online toxic comment forecasting. The hazard of 

misconduct and harassment is the means for many people to 

stop expressing themselves and give up on seeking 

contrasting ideas. 

 

 

II. KEYWORDS 

Comment classification, LSTM (Long-Short Term 

Memory), Machine Learning, LSTM-CNN, toxicity, Talos, 

Fast-Text, RNN  

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

P. Vidyullatha, Satya Narayan Padhy, Javvaji Geetha Priya, 

Kakarlapudi Srija, Sri Satyanjani Koppisetti in their 

research paper, Identification and Classification of Toxic 

Comment Using Machine Learning Methods [1] talks about 

the growing menace of hatredness and negativism has been 

witnessed in the online platforms especially social media 

like Instagram, twitter, facebook as such, many government 

agencies around the world have seen the insignificant rise 

of cases related to cyber bullying that has led to increase of 

hate and violence. The main and the most important task of 

every online platform provider is to keep the conversations 

and deals constructive, comprehensive and inclusive. They 

conclude by taking the hamming loss as a measure of 

identifying the most suitable algorithm to classify toxic 

comments. 

 

Nayan Banik in his research paper, Toxicity Detection on 

Bengali Social Media Comments using Supervised Models 

[2] talks about the apathetic behavior and nature of the 

commentators which may hamper and disturb the online 

environment or atmosphere. They are very clear that 

Researchers have tried statistical machine learning models 

to find the toxicity of a sentence. But these models require 

frequency based featured engineering or probabilistic 
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phenomena and hence do not scale up well with 

unstructured comments of social media. He found that a 

part of Sentiment Analysis is constituted in classification of 

such toxic comments by Automated machine learning based 

models and they are majorly used for the English language, 

showing more better results than any other statistical 

models. Major problems in comments of the social media 

platforms include grammar errors, useless punctuation, 

spelling errors, random duplication and emojis. 

 

Riccardo Mulas, in his research paper, A Supervised 

Multiclass Multilabel Word Embeddings Approach for 

Toxic Comment Classification [3] found that four out of ten 

Americans have experienced the synonymous online 

harassment, and most considered this as a genuine problem. 

It should be noted that the last report stipulated that most of 

the people who have faced this kind of problem asked for 

new technologies, although they are in dilemma about how 

to balance free speech and online security or safety. He 

found during his research that comments that have been 

shared within digital platforms can conceal hazards, such as 

harassment, insults, fake news, and more in general, 

comments that may hurt the feelings of others. Threatened 

by the dangers related to personal attacks that lead most of 

the persons leave the discussion in which they were 

participating or playing any role. Such type of problem is 

related to the so-called toxic comments, i.e., verbal 

bullying, personal attacks, and, more generally, an violent 

way in which many people participate in a discussion, 

which brings some participants to throw over it. 

 

Revati Sharma and Meetkumar Patel in their research 

paper, Toxic Comment Classification Using Neural 

Networks and Machine Learning [4] found that these type 

of comments involves collosal dangers as online text 

conversation with immense toxicity quality cause personal 

assaults, online insult, and harassing attitude. They came to 

a very symbolic conclusion that using the word embedding 

methods and also analyzing the elementary level neural 

network algorithms results with complex Convolutional 

Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Network compose: 

LSTM (LongShort Term Memory) results, the collected 

scrutiny show that the LSTM perform better than the CNNs 

in terms of both the efficiency and time performance given 

the identical number of epoch and hence are desirable to 

use as compared to CNN with wordlevel embeddings. 

 

Marwan Torki and Mai Ibrahim in their research paper, 

Imbalanced Toxic Comments Classification Using Data 

Augmentation and Deep Learning [5] found that the current 

CNN-based model only predicts whether or not a comment 

is harmful. Their solution also averts the problem of data 

class imbalance by using a fair subgroup of the data for 

creating the model. They came to know that cyber-

blustering and digital harassment have become two of the 

most deliberate issues in many civil digital communities. 

 

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

1. Incorporating data (Comments) 

2. Data pre-processing and feature engineering 

(Lemmatization, Padding, Stopword Removal) 

3. Model creation and assessment 

4. Setting up basic LSTM and CNN Model  

5. Plotting Actual, Benchmark Predicted Values, and 

LSTM-CNN Predicted Values 

6. Evaluating model accuracy and model loss. 

7. Calculating model accuracy using test set. 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Proposed Architecture  

 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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V. APPROACH 

To protect the community and ensure toxic comments are 

not displayed on the platform, we are building a baseline 

model that’s capable of detecting and classifying different 

types of toxicity like, identity-based hate, obscenity, insults, 

and threats. The project is created to help improve 

community on the internet. It uses two types of algorithms 

– Long Short-Term Memory networks (usually just called 

LSTMs) and convolutional neural network CNNs. They are 

used to recognize toxic comments based on the context of 

the words. 

For this project measure of performance is the accuracy 

calculated by predicting the toxicity level of the comments 

in the dataset. A 10-fold cross validation was carried out to 

calculate the accuracy of the model. The dataset is split into 

training set and validation set. The models are trained on 

training set and accuracy is measured over testing dataset. 

 

 

 

A. HANDLING MISSING VALUES 

After importing the training and test data into a pandas 

dataframe, the data is checked for missing data. Using the 

‘isnull’ function on both the data, it is discovered that there 

are no missing records. Once this has been determined, 

another check is made to determine whether there is any 

duplicated records in the set. With pandas’s unique methods 

of discovering duplicate indexes within a dataframe, it can 

use unique methods to eliminate duplicates and be left with 

a single record per unique index value. 

 

 

Fig 2: Training Data 

 

 

Fig 3: Checking for null values. 

 

 

 

B. NORMALIZING TEXT  

 

In order to focus on the content of the comment and not the 

language, a morphological analysis is performed to 

normalize the text. The Regex tool will be used to perform 

the analysis and to tackle the inconsistency in data. 

To effectively classify toxic comments and isolate them 

from the rest of the dataset, we create a dictionary that 

contains common representations of cuss words that can be 

ordinarily found over online forums or social media 

platforms. Then we create a program that performs a series 

of programs and gives clean data as output. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Fig 4: Function for cleaning the comment text. 

 

C. REMOVING DUPLICITY  

Before moving to the next step we need to train out 

machine to eliminate duplicity in posts. To do this, ‘set’s 

check_duplicates function’ is used to identify and remove 

duplicates. Now our data is clean and consistent, it's time to 

perform Lemmatization. Lemmatization is the process of 

grouping together the different inflected forms of a word so 

they can be analyzed as a single item. For example, it is 

very inefficient of a machine learning algorithm to treat 

playing, plays, and play as separate words because, in fact 

they are not. Lemmatization match ‘playing’ and ‘plays’ to 

its root word, i.e. play. To carry out Lemmatization, 

‘WordNetLemmatizer’ from the “nltk” library is imported, 

a function ‘lemma’ performs Lemmatization, and it is then 

applied to the clean data. 

 

      Fig 5: Function to lemmatize the comments. 

D. REMOVAL OF STOPWORDS 

Using stopwords to remove uninformative words from a 

sentence is one of the most important components in text 

pre-processing for use cases that involve text classification. 

By removing stopwords, a more informative document can 

be created for use-cases that involve text classification. 

Spacy library is used to remove stopwords from the text 

data. It has a list of common stopwords called 

STOP_WORDS which can be used to remove stopwords 

from any textual data or statements. 

This classifier was specifically designed to learn language 

patterns in customer reviews for detecting toxic comments. 

The model was trained on approximately 1,57,000 unique 

messages from customer reviews scraped from Kaggle. 

While training the model, additional stopwords are 

searched that might be unique to the dataset. 

While skimming through dataset, there were several 

comments which has single-letter or two-letter words 

existed without any meaning or context, (e.g. I study in 

University of liverpool w!! or You got this right bb.) To 

ensure such single-letter or two-letter words do not hamper 

the performance of our model, these are pushed to the list 

of stopwords. While adding to the list we need to make sure 

that words like as, or, am, me letters like I and A are not 

added as they make sense on their own. 

Once this was completed, words in dataset are searched for 

that could be possible stopwords, (the criteria being that 

they appear in the dataset very frequently, and second, they 

do not have a significant contribution towards the 

classification task). With the help of stopword list and 

advanced algorithms, it will remove the unwanted 

stopwords from the dataset. After removing them, it will 

produce a clean data set that is free from all inconsistencies. 

 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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E. SPLITTING, INDEXING AND 

REPRESENTATION 

To train a deep-learning model to detect toxic comments, 

we must first convert the data into its equivalent machine-

readable form. This requires that we separate the text into 

multiple components: words, punctuation, numerals and 

symbols. Once each word has been converted into a word 

vector, additional processing is required so strings are 

represented with numbers (i.e., ‘HAT’ will be represented 

as 0 and 'BAT' as 1). 

1. Tokenization: Tokenization is used break or split down 

sentences into unique words. e.g. “I am here to groove” will 

become [“I”, “am”, “here”, “to”, “groove”]. 

2. Indexing: Each word is mapped to a specific index as a 

dictionary-like fashion e.g. {1: “I”,2: “am”,3: “here”,4: 

“to”,5: “groove”}. 

3. Index Representation: It is use to represent a statement 

with the help indexing done in the above step. A statement 

is fed as a chain of index. For example. [1,7,2,1,4,19]. 

Using the ‘Tokenizer’ class from the ‘Keras library, the 

above-mentioned steps can be easily performed. This class 

allows vectorizing a text corpus, by turning each text into 

either a sequence of integers (each integer being the index 

of a token in a dictionary) or into a vector where the 

coefficient for each token could be binary, based on word 

count, based on tf-idf, etc. 

  

F.  PADDING 

Padding is a technique that is used to ensure that training 

examples and test examples of a fixed length have 

comparable lengths. Padding involves the addition of extra 

values which are not in the domain. This is done to short or 

wide sequences to make them longer or narrower 

respectively, so that they can fall into compatibility with a 

fixed-length sequence but they are not representative of 

what they claim to represent. Hence, Padding adds 

additional information as long as it comes in handy. 

The “pad_sequences” function from the “Keras” library is 

used and the sequence vector length is fixed at 200 words. 

As soon as the padding of sequence vectors is completed, 

creation of deep-learning models can be started. 

G. SPLIT TRAINING DATA INTO TRAIN-SET 

AND VALIDATION-SET 

In this part of the project, we try to fit a deep learning 

model on the training data. The validation set accounts for 

20%. Before trying to fit a deep learning model on the 

training data, the data is split into train-set and validation-

set. 

 

H. IMPORT FASTTEXT’S PRE-TRAINED 

WORD EMBEDDINGS 

The pre-trained word embeddings from fastText are used to 

harness the power of transfer learning. An embedding 

matrix is created by assigning the vocabulary with the pre-

trained word embeddings and then learning a new 

representation while predicting words that have no 

frequency statistics. 

 

Fig 6: Importing Fast Text 

. 
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I. LSTM MODEL CREATION 

We will be working on a Natural Language Processing use-

case. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks are 

similar to Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) but with one 

major difference that hidden layer updates are replaced by 

memory cells. This makes them better at finding and 

exposing long-range dependencies in data which is 

imperative for sentence structures. 

We import the “Talos” library to begin. This is used to 

perform hyperparameter tuning as well as model 

evaluation. Using the “Scan” function, a GridSearchCV is 

performed and the best parameters are found that would 

give the highest accuracy. 

 

Fig 7: Talos Grid Scan Analysis (LSTM) 

 

 

Fig 8: Validation accuracy found by talos scan for LSTM 

model 

 

 

 

Fig 9: Overall accuracy for different hyperparameters for 

LSTM Model 

The next step is to define the number of layers for the 

LSTM model. Then, using the best hyper-parameters 

defined in the previous step, we compile the model and 

train it using the train-set and validation-set. 

 

Fig 10: LSTM Model Parameters 

 

 

 

Fig 11: Training Result of LSTM Model 
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J. LSTM-CNN MODEL CREATION 

There are two main approaches to tackle the problem of 

language translation: neural networks and deep learning. 

These methods learn from examples and make it possible to 

translate entire sentences instead of just words or phrases. 

LSTM can effectively preserve the characteristics of 

historical information in long text sequences whereas CNN 

can extract the local features of the text. Combining the two 

traditional neural network architectures will help to harness 

their combined capabilities. The goal is to compare the 

performance of both the deep-learning architectures and 

ascertain the best deep-learning model for the project. 

The process of training the hybrid model starts with 

evaluating different hyperparameters for the hybrid model. 

Following this, the models that give the highest accuracy 

are selected for training. At this step, a validation-set is also 

created to assess how good the model is after training. This 

helps us determine any improvements required in our 

model by comparing it with other models, thus enabling us 

to improve our existing models 

 

Fig 12: Talos Grid Scan Analysis (LSTM-CNN) 

 

 

 

Fig 13: Validation accuracy of various hyperparameters by 

talos scan for LSTM-CNN 

 

 

Fig 14: Accuracy of various hyperparameters by talos scan 

for LSTM-CNN 

 

Next, we define the number of layers needed in the LSTM-

CNN model, compile it and train the model using the train-

set and validation-set. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Fig 15: LSTM-CNN Model Parameters 

 

 

 

Fig 16: Training Result of LSTM-CNN 

K. EVALUATE THE MODEL ACCURACY 

AND MODEL LOSS DURING THE TRAINING 

PHASE. 

A good indication for the quality of the deep-learning 

model is the accuracy and the loss value during every 

epoch. Ideally, the loss value for any deep-learning model 

should decrease as the number of epochs increases, on the 

other hand, the accuracy should increase as the number of 

epochs increases. This gives a fairly decent idea about the 

quality of your model and whether it has been appropriately 

trained. 

 

LSTM: 

 

 

Fig 17: Training and Validation Loss of LSTM Model 

 

 

 

Fig 18: Training and Validation Accuracy of LSTM Model 
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LSTM-CNN: 

 

Fig 19: Training and Validation Loss of LSTM-CNN 

Model 

 

 

Fig 20: Training and Validation Accuracy of LSTM-CNN 

Model 

L. CALCULATING MODEL ACCURACY 

USING TEST-SET 

To further evaluate the model, cross-validation is used to 

estimate the standard error of the model. After obtaining a 

good estimation on the standard error, we then assess the 

performance of our deep learning models using test set 

accuracy and loss values. We can obtain this information by 

executing the “predict” function for all inputs present in our 

test set data. 

The maximum accuracy for the LSTM model is found to be 

97.70% and that of the LSTM-CNN model is 97.10%. 

 

VI. RESULT 

 

Given that the LSTM deep-learning model has a higher 

accuracy (as compared to LSTM-CNN model), this project 

entails that the LSTM deep-learning model is a better 

choice as compare to LSTM-CNN model as evident from 

the accuracy. LSTM model gives an accuracy of 97.70% 

and LSTM-CNN gives an accuracy of 97.10%. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The traditional LSTM Model has the edge over the hybrid 

LSTM-CNN Model. In order to provide a better 

understanding of how deep learning models are trained, it 

was decided to evaluate the training phase of both models. 

After performance evaluation on both models, it can be 

claimed that the hybrid model loses marginally. The 

training phase generates a great deal of insights into how 

neural network models are trained and can be leveraged for 

further improving Deep Learning Models in future projects. 

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

This project classifies toxic comments in various categories 

with high accuracy. There are many things that can be 

incorporated in the project some of which include: 

 Before posting a comment, the model can check 

whether it is toxic or not. So, at the time of posting 

only we can filter out the comments which are 

toxic in nature. 

 We can make it multi-lingual. Classification can 

be done on various languages. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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